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OpenStreetMap Community
“community of communities”







Data Contributors

Providers of Map-based 
Services or Value Added

Consumers







~5,000 students on 345 university campuses in 72 countries

Global consortium of student-led 
faculty-mentored campus-based 

chapters creating and using open 
maps for humanitarian and 

development action



Remote (explicit) and Local (implicit) mapping



Mapping with our communities



Mapping with each other



activity.youthmappers.org



we don’t 
just build 
maps.

we build
mappers.



Open Mapping towards SDGs: 
Voices of YouthMappers on 
Community Engaged Scholarship

Edited by Patricia Solis and Marcela Zeballos  

68 
co-authors

25 
countries



Participating youth only map remotelyMYTH



Everyone in a community maps the same wayMYTH



Participants in a community map 
the same features

MYTH



Student mapping is not good for anything 
beyond the classroom

MYTH



Students are a fleeting communityMYTH



It doesn’t matter why people mapMYTH





• More study needed on cultural and organizational 
aspects of spatial data production and use in OSM 
specifically and Digital Earth more broadly

• Example of OpenStreetMap and YouthMappers as a 
community of communities (Solís 2016; Brovelli et al. 
2019) helps us to recognize the diversity and 
complexity of social ecosystems in a people-centered 
approach

• Citizen Science generates a public good in many 
ways enabling an invested community as integral part 
of Digital Earth

Some Take-aways



Life is a team sport.

…and so is open mapping.
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